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HEARING THE PLATYCOSMS

J. P. Rossetti † and J. H. Conway ‡

Note by J. H. Conway: The main result of the following paper is a proof of Rossetti’s theorem:

There is, up to scale, a unique isospectral pair of compact platycosms.

The proof follows Rossetti’s unpublished one (2001) almost exactly step by step — my main contri-

bution has been to shorten the exposition, chiefly by introducting conorms to make the argument

more transparent, and by quoting Schiemann’s theorem, which Rossetti’s proof managed to avoid,

except for the torocosm.

1. Introduction

One of John Milnor’s great discoveries was that the flat tori based on the Witt
lattices E8 ⊕ E8 and D+

16 are isospectral. Over the years, the dimension in which
isospectral flat tori were known has been gradually reduced from 16 (Milnor [Mi])
through 12 (Kneser [Kn]), 8 (Kitaoka [Ki]), 6 and 5 (Conway and Sloane [CS2]) to 4
(Schiemann [S2], simplified in [CS2]). It is now known that that dimension cannot be
further reduced, in view of Schiemann’s theorem [S1]:

There is no non-trivial isospectrality between flat tori of dimension 3.

The next simplest candidates are the closed flat manifolds. They have been
discussed in [DM], [MR1], [MR2], where, among other results, there are some 4-
dimensional examples. On the other hand, it was shown long ago (cf. [BGM], p. 153)
that there is no non-trivial isospectrality between flat manifolds in dimension 2. In
our previous paper [CR], we introduced the term platycosm (“flat universe”) for a flat
3-manifold without boundary, since this is the simplest kind of ‘universe’ we might
imagine ourselves to inhabit. In this paper, we close the above gap by proving

Theorem. There is, up to scale, a unique non-trivial isospectral pair of compact
platycosms.

This pair was described in [DR]. The platycosms are described in detail in [CR],
but we have tried to make this paper complete in itself by repeating some of the
preliminary material.
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2. Conorms of Lattices

Introduction. The conorms of a lattice L are certain numbers that are determined
by L (up to equivalence) and return the compliment by determining L, at least in
low dimensions. More precisely L has a conorm function defined on conorm space,
which is a finite set that has the structure of a projective (n − 1)-dimensional space
over the field of order two. At least for n ≤ 4, two n-dimensional lattices L and L′

are isometric if and only if there is an isomorphism between their conorm spaces that
takes one conorm function to the other.

The theory in low dimensions is greatly simplified by the observation that for n ≤ 3
every lattice has an obtuse superbase, which implies in particular that the conorms are
≥ 0. A superbase for an n-dimensional lattice L is an (n+1)-tuple {v0,v1, . . . ,vn} of
vectors that generate L and sum to zero. It is obtuse if all inner products (vi,vj) of
distinct vectors are non-positive (and strictly obtuse if they are strictly negative). For
a lattice with an obtuse superbase, it can be shown that the conorms are the negatives
of the inner products of pairs of distinct superbase vectors, supplemented by zeros.
(If n ≥ 4 other things can happen; a lattice may not have an obtuse superbase, and
some conorms may be strictly negative.)

For n = 0, conorm space is empty, so there are no conorms.
For n = 1, conorm space is a single point, and there is one strictly positive conorm

A. We represent this by the picture
A• ; it means that the lattice has an obtuse suber-

base {v,−v} with Gram-matrix
»

A −A
−A A

–
; equivalently a base {v} with Gram-

matrix [A].
For n = 2, conorm space is a 3-point projective line, and the 3 conorms A, B, C

are non-negative. We represent this by the picture
A•−−−B•−−−C• ; it means that the

lattice has an obtuse superbase {v0,v1,v2} with matrix

2
4 B + C −C −B

−C C + A −A

−B −A A + B

3
5,

or equivalently it has a base {v0,v1} with matrix
»

B + C −C

−C C + A

–
.

For n = 3, conorm space is the 7-point “Fano plane”, represented by Figure 1.
The superbase has Gram-matrix⎡

⎢⎢⎣
p0|123 −p12 −p13 −p01

−p12 p1|023 −p23 −p02

−p13 −p23 p2|013 −p03

−p01 −p02 −p03 p3|012

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

where pij = pji are the conorms, whose minimum is 0, and pi|jkl := pij + pik + pil.
The sum of the conorms of all points not in a subspace of codimension 1 is the norm

of a (lax) “Voronoi vector” [CS1], that is to say, a vector v whose norm N(v) = (v,v)
is minimal in its coset (mod 2L). This is useful because it entails that the conorm
function may not be supported on a proper subspace of conorm space, and so not too
many conorms may be zero. In [Co] it is shown, although we shall not need this, that
when n ≤ 3 the location and number z of the zero conorms controls the topology of
the Voronoi cell V , as follows:

For n = 1, z = 0 and V is an interval.
For n = 2, either z = 0 and V is a hexagon or z = 1 and V is a rectangle.
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p01 p03p13

p02

p12 p23
0

Figure 1. A Fano plane with p01, p02, p03, p12, p13, p23, 0 in the usual arrangement

For n = 3, V is topologically:

a truncated octahedron, if z = 1;
a ‘hexarhombic dodecahedron’, if z = 2;
a rhombic dodecahedron or hexagonal prism, if z = 3

according as the three 0s are or are not in line;
a cuboid, or ‘rectangular box’, if z = 4.

Putative conorms and the reduction algorithm. A 3-dimensional lattice has
many systems of ‘putative conorms’ in addition to its unique system of actual conorms,
for instance the numbers obtained by arranging 0 and the negatives pij := −(vi,vj)
of the inner products of distinct members of any superbase on a Fano plane in the
manner of Figure 1. If the putative conorms are all non-negative, they will be the
actual conorms. Otherwise, the following algorithm quoted from [Co] and [CS1] will
produce the latter.

Select a ‘working line’ that contains both a 0 conorm and a negative one, say −ε.
Then we transform to an improved system of putative conorms by adding ε to the 3
conorms on the working line, and subtracting ε from the 4 conorms off this line. If
the improved system still has a negative conorm, we can define a new working line
and repeat the procedure. A finite number of repetitions will suffice to produce the
actual conorms.

As an example, Figure 2 finds the conorms for the lattice whose Gram-matrix

with respect to a suitable base v1,v2,v3 is

⎡
⎣ 2 1 1

1 3 1
1 1 4

⎤
⎦ . The Gram-matrix for the

superbase v1,v2,v3,−v1 − v2 − v3 is

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

2 1 1 −4
1 3 1 −5
1 1 4 −6
−4 −5 −6 15

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (found by making

each row and column sum to 0), which leads to the putative conorms of Figure 2(a).
Transforming this using the working line indicated on it, we obtain Figure 2(b), and
we proceed from this in a similar way to Figures 2(c), 2(d), 2(e), the last of which gives
the actual conorms. The reader might like to verify that another choice of working
line yields the same conorm function.
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Figure 2

For a 2-dimensional lattice with putative conorms A, B, C there is a similar al-
gorithm. We select a ‘working point’ at which there is a negative conorm, say −ε,
and transform by adding 2ε to this conorm and subtracting 2ε from the other two
conorms. Thus

−3•−−−5•−−−10• transforms through
3•−−−−1•−−−4• to

1•−−−1•−−−2• .
Conorms are used in the proof of our theorem in the following way. First, the pa-

rameters we use to specify a particular platycosm P are the conorms of a particular
lattice N associated to P — its Naming lattice. Then, from a supposed isospectrality
between P and P ′ we deduce several isometries L1

∼= L′
1, L2

∼= L′
2,. . . between pairs

of lattices associated to P and P ′. By equating the corresponding pairs of conorm
diagrams we obtain equations in the parameters which if they do not entail a contra-
diction show either that P and P ′ are identical or that they are the unique isospectral
tetracosm and didicosm.

3. Platycosms and their Universal Covers

A locally Euclidean closed 3-manifold is termed a platycosm (i.e. “flat universe”).
When you hold something in one hand in a small enough platycosm, you appear to
be surrounded by images of yourself which will either all hold things with the same
hand (if the manifold is orientable, Figure 3) or half with their left hands and half
with their right (if not; Figure 4).

We therefore call a platycosm chiral (“handed”) or amphichiral (“either handed”)
according as it is or is not orientable.

The images one sees of oneself lie in the manifold’s universal cover, which is of
course a Euclidean 3-space R

3. The symmetry operators that relate them form a
crystallographic space-group Γ, and geometrically the manifold is the quotient space
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Figure 3. A tetracosm c4.

Figure 4. A second amphicosm −a1.

R
3/Γ. For this to be a manifold only the identity element of Γ may have a fixed point,

a condition that is satisfied by just 10 out of the 219 three-dimensional space groups.1

In the notation of [CR], the 10 (compact) platycosms are:

symbol: c1 c2 c3 c4 c6 c22 +a1 −a1 +a2 −a2
point group: C1 C2 C3 C4 C6 C2×C2 C2 C2 C2×C2 C2×C2

name:
︸ ︷︷ ︸

helicosms
︸ ︷︷ ︸

didicosm
︸ ︷︷ ︸

amphicosms
︸ ︷︷ ︸
amphidicosms

orientable?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

chiral
︸ ︷︷ ︸

amphichiral

1The number of space groups is often given as 230, which is inappropiate from the orbifold

point of view. The discrepancy arises from the fact that 11 of the 219 groups arise in two distinct
enantiomorphic forms.
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Strictly speaking 10 is the number of isotopy classes of platycosms. The parameters
that determine the metric for a platycosm in any of these classes can be continuously
varied so as to convert it to any other platycosm in the same class. We now discuss
these parameters for a particular platycosm P .

Some elements of the space group of P give rise to certain vectors v; namely v
may be obtained from:

a translation that takes any x to x + v,
a glide reflection obtained by composing the above translation with some reflection

fixing v,
a screw motion, obtained by composing it with some rotation fixing v.2

The Naming lattice N of a platycosm is the lattice generated by the vectors so
obtained from all the translations, glide reflections and screw motions of its space
group.

Our parameters for P are the conorms of N , arranged in a way described in the
appropiate sections of this article, and more minutely in [CR].

The translations in Γ are usually identified with the corresponding vectors, and
form its Translation lattice T , to which is associated the torus T = R

n/T . The
group G := Γ/T is the point group, which is usually identified with the finite group
of orthogonal matrices M for which some element γ of Γ takes x to Mx + b.

4. What you can hear

Analytically, the Laplace spectrum {{μ}}3 of a manifold is usually coded by the
trace

∑
e−μt of its heat kernel, and the length spectrum {{|v|}} of a lattice T by its

θ-function θT (q) =
∑

qN(v). The Appendix shows that these are related by

(1)
∑

e−μt =
1
|G|

∑
γ∈G

vol(Tγ)
(4πt)nγ/2

θTγ
(e

−1
4t ),

where if γ is represented by x �→ Mx + b we have:

nγ is the dimension of the fixed space VM of M,
Tγ is the orthogonal projection onto VM of the image of T under γ,
and the volume of a lattice is the volume of the associated torus.

This is a weighted sum of terms of the form t−ae−b/t; if we put it into the form∑
ca,bt

−ae−b/t by collecting terms with the same a, b, then it determines the coef-
ficients ca,b. In particular, it determines the subsum

∑
a=d/2 ca,bt

−ae−b/t, which we

call its d-portion. The n-portion is 1
|G|

vol(T )
(4πt)n/2 θT and so since the constant term in

θT is 1, we can hear vol(T )
|G| . But it is also the trace of the heat kernel for T divided

by |G|, which equals 1
|G|

∑
μ∈spec(T ) e−μt, whose constant term is 1

|G| , showing that
we can also hear |G| and therefore vol(T ). We can now multiply the d-portion by
|G|(4πt)d/2 to obtain what we call the d-sum of M , namely, the sum of vol(Tγ) θTγ

over those γ ∈ G for which nγ = d. Conversely |G| and the d-sums determine all the
d-portions, and so the spectrum.

2if this rotation has order N , we say that the screw motion has period N .
3We use double braces {{. . .}} for multisets — that is to say systems of numbers with multiplicities.
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We summarize: what we can hear is precisely the order of the point group G
together with the d-sum for each dimension d ≤ n, where this is the sum of all the
products

vol(Tγ)θTγ
(t)

for which nγ = d is the dimension of the shifted lattice Tγ , defined as follows.
Given M ∈ G select a vector b so that γ : x → Mx + b is in the space group Γ;

then the shifted lattice Tγ is the projection of γ(T ) onto the fixed space of M. This
is independent of the choice of b, since different b’s will differ by a vector in T , so we
can also call it TM.

In particular for d = n the d-sum is vol(T )θT (q), showing again that we can hear
vol(T ), since the constant term in θT (q) is 1. This proves Sunada’s result [Su] that
we can hear θT (q), which by Schiemann’s theorem determines the shape of T in
dimension 3. We can also hear whether M is orientable, since this happens just if the
d-sums vanish for all d 	≡ n mod 2 (cf. [MR2]).

We remark that the argument shows that we can hear the set of lengths of closed
geodesics in M , since these are the lengths of vectors in the various lattices Tγ .
However, we cannot hear their multiplicities, since the platycosms of our isospectral
pair have different numbers of geodesics of certain lengths (see Section 6).

5. The chiral platycosms

These are the compact orientable flat 3-manifolds without boundary. They are
the helicosms c1D E F

A B C , c2D
A B C , c3D

A A A, c4D
A A, c6D

A A A and the didicosm c22A B C .
The helicosms for N = 2, 3, 4, 6 are called the dicosm, tricosm, tetracosm, hexacosm
respectively.

The torocosm c1D E F
A B C is just the 3-dimensional torus based on the lattice with

conorms

A

E

B C

F

0

D

The space group of any other helicosm cN is generated by the translations of a
2-dimensional lattice L that has a rotational symmetry of order N , together with a
period N screw motion through a vector v perpendicular to L. Its translation lattice
T is generated by L together with Nv. The lower parameters (typically A B C) are
the (non-zero) conorms of L, while the upper parameter D is the norm of v.

The space group of the didicosm c22A B C is generated by three period 2 screw
motions whose associated vectors are perpendicular, of norms A,B,C. Its translation
lattice T is generated by the doubles of these vectors. For a more complete description,
see [CR], or Figures 5 and 6 in Section 6.
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Chiral platycosms of the same type. For manifolds both of type cN , the result
is due to Schiemann [S1] when N = 1. If N > 1, the generic form is cND

A B C . Now for
this we can hear the multiset of numbers {{A,B,C, N2D}} since these are the conorms
of T after some 0s have been deleted. But we can also hear N (the order of G) and
D (the minimal norm in the 1-sum), whence also N2D and therefore {{A,B, C}} by
deletion. But now N,D and {{A,B,C}} determine the manifold.

For manifolds both of type c22 the argument is even easier. We can hear {{A,B,C}}
since we can hear {{4A, 4B, 4C}}, the conorms of T , and these determine c22A B C

since this is invariant under all permutations of A,B,C.

Chiral platycosms of different types. Since the point groups of the six chiral
platycosms have the respective orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 4, an isospectral couple that are
not of the same type must consist of a didicosm c22A B C say, and a tetracosm c4D

E E .
Moreover, we must have {{4A, 4B, 4C}} = {{16D,E,E}}, since these are the non-
zero conorms of the two translation lattices, so we can suppose the isospectrality is
c22A 4D A ∼ c4D

4A 4A. Now let A = a2, D = d2. Then the 1-sums are

2a θ{{A odd2}}A + 4d θ{{4D odd2}}4D + 2a θ{{A odd2}}A

and
4d θ{{D(4n + 1)2}}D + 4d θ{{D(4n + 2)2}}4D + 4d θ{{D(4n + 3)2}}D

where “θ{{. . .}}K” denotes the θ-function of a lattice whose norms are the multiset
{{. . .}}, which has minimal non-zero member K. Then from the equality of minimal
norms here we deduce A = D, completely determining the putative isospectrality:

c22D 4D D ∼ c4D
4D 4D.

This is indeed an isospectrality since the middle terms in

2d θ{{D odd2}}D + 4d θ{{4D odd2}}4D + 2d θ{{D odd2}}D

and
4d θ{{D(4n + 1)2}}D + 4d θ{{D(4n + 2)2}}4D + 4d θ{{D(4n + 3)2}}D

are equal, while the outer ones combine correctly using the fact that each odd number
is of just one form 4n + 1 or 4n + 3.

6. The DDT-example

Since it involves a Didicosm and a Tetracosm, Doyle has called this the DDT-
example [DR]. We have proved the DDT-theorem announced there: ‘Didi’, the didi-
cosm c22 1 1 2 , is isospectral to ‘Tetra’, the tetracosm c4 1

2 2 .4

We have doubled the scale used in [DR] so as to make the minimal geodesics have
length 1. As a mnemonic, the most natural fundamental region for Tetra is a box of
volume 4, while for Didi it is really the union of 2 boxes of volume 2. The 2 × 2 × 4
boxes of Figure 6 are fundamental regions for the associated (isometric) translation
lattices T and T ′. It is clear that the shortest geodesics have length 1, but in Didi

4The convention that d e f
a b c means d2 e2 f2

a2 b2 c2
was introduced in [CR]. The numbers inside these

two squares are the lengths of the three orthogonal translations that generate the naming lattices of
Tetra and Didi.
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Figure 5. Tetra (left) and Didi (right) are obtained by identifying
the sides by translations, and top and bottom as shown.

Figure 6

they are four ‘half-turn’ ones, in two different directions, while Tetra has only two
parallel ‘quarter-turn’ ones. This shows

Although we can hear the set of geodesic lengths, we cannot hear the multiplicities
to which these lengths appear.

7. Amphicosms: the balanced case

The space group of either of the two amphicosms ±a1D
A:B C is generated by two

glide reflections whose associated vectors are w and x, not necessarily perpendicular,
together with a translation perpendicular to them whose vector we call z for +a1 and
2z for −a1. The two glide reflections are those that take the leading “b” to the two
“d”s in the corresponding pictures (Figure 7). The reflecting planes are identical for
the first amphicosms, but differ by 1

2z for the second ones. D is the norm of z and
A : B C the conorms of 〈w,x〉, the conorm A separated by the colon being −(w,x).

The point group of the amphicosms has order 2, being generated by a single re-
flexion R. The equations of d-sums therefore take the form

vol(T ) θT = vol(T ′) θT ′ and vol(TR) θTR
= vol(TR′) θTR′ .

The balanced case handled in this section is when the two shifted lattices TR and
TR′ have the same volume, so we have θTR

= θTR′ .
Recall that the shifted lattice TR is the projection onto the fixed space of R of the

image of T under a suitable element γ of Γ. Now for the first amphicosm +a1, T is
spanned by 2w, 2x,w +x, z, while a suitable γ has w for its translation part, so that
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x

w

z (norm D)

w

x

z (norm D)

Figure 7. The first (or positive) and second (or negative) amphicosms

TR = 〈2w, 2x,w+x〉+w = {mw+nx : m 	≡ n mod 2}. A similar calculation shows
that in fact TR has the same form also for the second amphicosm −a1. So in either
case TR is the difference of a ‘double’ lattice D := {mw + nx : all m,n ∈ Z} and a
‘half’ lattice H := {mw + nx : m ≡ n mod 2} and its θ-function is θD − θH.

Lemma 1. If D,H,D′,H′ are four 2-dimensional lattices of which H has index 2 in
D and H′ has index 2 in D′, then θD − θH = θD′ − θH′ holds if and only if D′ and
H′ are respectively isometric to D and H.

Proof. To say that the double lattice D = 〈v0,v1,v2〉 has conorms A B C entails
that its typical vector has norm Am2 + Bn2 + Cp2 where m + n + p = 0, and we can
suppose the vectors of D � H are those with m odd. For such a vector v, if n = 0, v
is an odd multiple of v1, whose norm is A + C; if p = 0, v is an odd multiple of v2,
whose norm is A + B; while all other norms in D � H are at least A + B + C.

Now we can hear the minimal norm of D � H, say A + B, and then we can hear
the next primitive norm A + C, since this will be the minimal norm after subtracting
θ{{(A + B)n2 : n odd}}A+B .

Finally, since the determinant5 of D is AB + BC + AC = (A + B)(A + C) − A2,
the equality of volumes tells us that we can hear A2, therefore A itself since A ≥ 0,
and thence also {{B,C}}. �

This lemma encodes an isospectrality between two amphicosms M,M ′ in three
lattice isometries T ∼= T ′, D ∼= D′, H ∼= H′ (since vol(T ) = vol(T ′)), which is
important for our strategy because such isometries are easily handled using conorms.
We now discuss the conorms of the three lattices for each type of amphicosm.

For the first amphicosm +a1 the naming lattice N = 〈w,x, z〉 is spanned by two
glide vectors w,x together with the translation vector z where the vectors w,x,y :=
−w − x and z have Gram-matrix⎡

⎢⎢⎣
A + B −A −B 0
−A A + C −C 0
−B −C B + C 0
0 0 0 D

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A,B,C, D ≥ 0),

5By the determinant of a lattice we mean the determinant of its Gram-matrix, equivalently the
squared volume of the associated torus.
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and since the ‘double’ lattice D is spanned by w and x, we have D = ΛA B C , the
2-dimensional lattice with conorms A B C.

What are the conorms of H = 〈2w, 2x,y〉? One superbase for H is 2w, y, −2w−y,
whose Gram-matrix is⎡

⎣ 4A + 4B −2B −4A − 2B
−2B B + C B − C

−4A − 2B B − C 4A + B + C

⎤
⎦ .

The conorms of H will be the negatives 4A + 2B, 2B, C − B of the inner products
here unless C < B, when they will be the numbers 4A + 2C, 2C, B − C obtained
similarly from the alternative superbase 2x,y,−2x − y.

Since it often happens that the conorms of a lattice take one of several different
forms in this way, we introduce some useful terminology. Either triple

4A + 2B, 2B, C − B or 4A + 2C, B − C, 2C

is a set of putative conorms that determines the lattice H, and this pair of triples is an
exhaustive system, in the sense that at least one of them will be the actual conorms.
Finally, we introduce the special notation [A] B C for the actual conorms6 here, so
that

Λ[A] B C means
{

Λ4A+2B 2B C−B if C ≥ B;
Λ4A+2C B−C 2C if B ≥ C.

The three sublattices of index 2 in ΛA B C are Λ[A] B C , ΛA [B] C and ΛA B [C] and
their intersection is Λ4A 4B 4C (see Figure 8).

D = ΛA B C

ΛA B [C]ΛA [B] CH = Λ[A] B C

Λ4A 4B 4C

Figure 8

In fact D and H take these forms also for the second amphicosm. The fact that
H = Λ[A] B C rather than ΛA [B] C or ΛA B [C] distinguishes the separated parameter
A in our names +a1D

A:B C and −a1D
A:B C from B and C. On the other hand, B and

C can be interchanged without affecting either manifold.
In this notation the first amphicosm +a1D

A:B C whose naming lattice 〈w,x,y, z〉
is ΛD

A B C has translation lattice T = 〈2w, 2x,y, z〉 of type ΛD
[A] B C (meaning either

ΛD
4A+2B 2B C−B or ΛD

4A+2C B−C 2C). The second amphicosm with the same naming
lattice has T = 〈2w, 2x, 2y,y+z〉, for which an exhaustive system of putative conorms
is given in Figure 9.

6Beware: the triple of numbers called [A] B C probably contains neither B nor C!
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Figure 9

Two isospectral amphicosms (of any signs) must have the same multiset {{A,B,C}}
since each has D = ΛA B C , but their separated parameters might be distinct. If so,
we can suppose they are ±a1?

A:B C and ±a1?
B:A C with A 	= B, and so

either {{4A + 2B, 2B, C − B}} or {{4A + 2C, B − C, 2C}}
must equal

either {{4B + 2A, 2A, C − A}} or {{4B + 2C, A − C, 2C}},
since these are the conorms of the two half lattices. But equating the sum of conorms
for the two left candidates gives

4A + 3B + C = 3A + 4B + C and so A = B,

while equating the right candidates similarly gives

4A + B + 3C = A + 4B + 3C and so again A = B,

contradicting our assumption.
Otherwise we must equate a left candidate with a right one, say

4A + 2B, 2B,C − B with 4B + 2C,A − C, 2C.

Then C − B must equal A − C, since it is smaller than 4B + 2C and 2C, and from
the sum of the remaining pairs of conorms we obtain 4A + 4B = 4B + 4C, whence
A = C, whence C = B, whence again A = B, contradicting our assumption.

We are left with the case in which the separated parameters are equal. Then the
two manifolds will be the same if their signs are, since D can be obtained from the
determinant. Otherwise we can take the isospectrality to be between +a14D

A:B C and
−a1D

A:B C and suppose B ≤ C.
The conorms of the translation lattice T of the first amphicosm (Figure 10) have
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2B C − B

0

4D

0
0

4A + 2B

Figure 10. Conorms of T for +a14D
A:B C

the property

(03) : there are three non-collinear zeros, and a fourth zero if B = 0.

So this must also be true of the conorms of the translation lattice T of the second
amphicosm, which are one of those in Figure 11 (simplifying Fig. 9).

0

D+B−C B+C−D

D+B−C D+C−B

D+C−B

4A+B+C−D

0

D−B−C

2B 2C

4A 2C

0 2D

C−B−D

2B

4A+2B2B 2D0

Figure 11. Conorms of T for −a1D
A:B C

Now D cannot vanish since the determinant is 16D(AB + BC + AC), and for the
same reason C cannot vanish (since then B would). If the middle triangle has 3 non-
collinear zeros then D+B−C and B +C−D must vanish, since 4A+B +C−D and
D + C −B exceed them. If the left or right one does, we must have B = 0, requiring
a fourth zero, which can only be the top number.

But all the 3 cases give B = 0, D = C, for which the two translation lattices T
and T ′ are in fact distinct (Figure 12).

T 	= T ′

4A 0 C

0

4C

0

0 4A 2C

2C0

0

0 0

Figure 12
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8. Amphicosms: the unbalanced case

If the two volumes in

vol(D � H) θD�H = vol(D′
� H′) θD′

�H′

are distinct, we may suppose θD�H = fθD′
�H′ for some f > 1. But D′

� H′ has at
least one pair ±u of minimal vectors, so D�H must have at least two such pairs, say
±v, ±w.

Lemma 2. Under these conditions we can assert:
(i) f = 2.
(ii) D = 〈v,w〉 has type Λα β β.
(iii) H = 〈2v, 2w,v + w〉 has type Λ[α] β β.
(iv) D′ has type Λα β [β].
(v) H′ has type Λ4α 4β 4β.

Proof. The double lattice D certainly contains v and w, so is at least the rhombic
lattice in Figure 13, while the shifted lattice D �H is at least the rectangular one. If
either were strictly bigger, then every rectangle of the figure would contain a further
point in each of H and D � H, a contradiction since those in the rectangle around 0
would be shorter than v and w.

v

w

−w

−v

0

Figure 13. The rhombic and rectangular lattices

This establishes the structure of D and H, and the fact that f = 2. Now look at
the index 2 sublattices of D and their intersection (Figure 14(a)).

(a)

Λα β [β]Λα [β] βH = Λ[α] β β

D = Λα β β

Λ4α 4β 4β (b)

θ2 + θ3 = 2θ3

θ0 + θ1 θ0 + θ2

θ0

θ0 + θ1 + θ2 + θ3

= θ3
θ2

θ0 + θ3

Figure 14. Several lattices and their θ-functions.
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Their θ-functions are as in Figure 14(b), where the θi are those of the 4 cosets of
Λ4α 4β 4β . The isometry Λα [β] β

∼= Λα β [β] implies θ2 = θ3, showing that Λα β [β] and
Λ4α 4β 4β are possible choices for D′ and H′, since for them

θD′ − θH′ = θ3, θD − θH = θ2 + θ3 = 2θ3.

Any other pair D,H must yield the same θD − θH, and so, by Lemma 1, be isometric
to this pair. �

We now know the lower three parameters A B C for each amphicosm using D =
ΛA B C , and which of these is the separated one using H = Λ[A] B C . We can relate
their upper parameters D using the determinants of their translation lattices, namely

4D(AB + BC + AC) for + a1D
A:B C and 16D(AB + BC + AC) for − a1D

A:B C .

In this way we find that the isospectrality must be between one of

+a116δ
α:β β (M+) or − a14δ

α:β β (M−)

and one of

+a14δ
α−β:2β 6β (M ′

+) or − a1δ
α−β:2β 6β (M ′

−) (α ≥ β)

+a14δ
β−α:2α 2α+4β (M ′

+) or − a1δ
β−α:2α 2α+4β (M ′

−) (α ≤ β)

Putting these values into Figures 10 and 11, we obtain the possible conorms for the
corresponding T and T ′, given in Figures 15 and 16 respectively, where for definiteness

2 2

4δ − 2

2 2
0

4α

or

T−16δ

0
0

0

2

T+

04α + 2 2 + 4α − 4δ

0

4δ
2 − 4δ

4δ

4δ 4δ

Figure 15. T is one of these two lattices.

we have rescaled to make β = 1 (β cannot vanish since αβ + ββ + βα divides the
determinant). Those for T+ and T− have the respective properties:

(04) : there are 4 zeros.
(∗4) : the 4 conorms off some line l are equal and not zero.

The property (04) holds for M ′
+ only if α = 0, but the resulting lattices (see Figure

17 left) cannot be isometric.
By inspection (04) holds for M ′

− only if α = 0, δ = 4, but again the resulting
lattices (T and T ′ in Figure 17 right) are different.

Finally property (∗4) cannot hold for M ′
+ and holds for M ′

− only in the two cases
α = 1, δ = 6 and α = 1, δ = 2 of T ′−, but each of the resulting pairs (see Figure 18)
also consists of two distinct lattices.
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4

412 4α

0

2δ 0

2δ 0

δ−8

4−δ

4α+8 4α

δ−4α−4

4α+8

δ+4 δ−4

δ−4

T ′
−

124

00

4δT ′
+

0

or

0

4α−4 0

4

4αδ+4 4α+4−δ

8−δ

4−4α

4α 4

Figure 16. T ′ is one of these two lattices.

8 0 0

8 4 0

0and

2 2 0

0 0 0

4

0 0 0

40

4δ16δ

2 2 0

0 0 0

64 T+ 	= T ′−T+ 	= T ′
+

Figure 17. Condition (04) yields these.

T− 	= T ′− and

2 4 2

2 0 2

6 T− 	= T ′−

4 2

2 0 2

22

10 2 2

10 2 2

0

4 4

4 4 0

2

02

Figure 18. Condition (∗4) yields these.

9. The amphidicosms

The amphichiral platycosms whose point group has order four are the first (or
positive) and second (or negative) amphidicosms. Here the argument is simple because
the naming lattice N = 〈x,y, z〉 is spanned by three orthogonal vectors.

This case is unusual in that the 2-sum involves two distinct shifted lattices, say
D1 � H1 and D2 � H2.

In view of the anomaly between the meaning of z in the two cases (see Figure 19),
we shall take our platycosms in the forms

+a24C
A:B or − a2C

A:B
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x

y

(norm 4C)z z (norm C)

x

y

Figure 19. The first amphidicosm +a24C
A:B (left) and the second

amphidicosm −a2C
A:B (right).

so that their tori have the same volume 8
√

ABC. Then the 2-sum is given by one of
the two formulae

4
√

AB θ{{A.odd2 + B.even2}}A + 4
√

BC θ{{B.odd2 + C.(even2 or odd2)}}B or B+C

respectively, where again the subscripts on the multisets indicate their least elements.
The colons in the notations remind us that this time there is no symmetry — the

three parameters A,B,C play distinct roles. However, B is audible since the 1-sum
is

2
√

B θ{{B.odd2}}B

and then the multiset {{A,B, C}}, whence {{A,C}}, is audible since the 3-sum is

8
√

ABC θ{{4A m2 + 4B n2 + 4C p2}} m,n, p ∈ Z.

The only nontrivial putative isospectrality between amphidicosms with the same
A and the same C is between +a24C

A:B and −a2C
A:B , which is easily disproved since the

elements that remain after cancelling the first summands of the two formulae, namely

4
√

BC θ{{B.odd2 + C.(even2 or odd2)}}B or B+C ,

will have distinct minima B and B + C. So we may suppose the isospectrality is
between +a24C

A:B or −a2C
A:B and +a24A

C:B or −a2A
C:B , and, by symmetry, that A < C.

But then we must equate one of the original two formulae to

4
√

BC θ{{C.odd2 + B.even2}}C + 4
√

AB θ{{B.odd2 + A.(even2 or odd2)}}B or A+B

the C in which must therefore equal B since it cannot be A or B + C. The second
summand of the original formula is now known to be

4
√

B2 θ{{B.odd2 + B.even2}}B ,

and coincides with the first summand of the new one. After cancelling them the
minima become

A and
(
B or A + B

)
,

and so A must also equal B since it cannot equal A + B. This contradicts our
assumption that A < C, and finishes the proof.
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Appendix: A Jacobi-Poisson summation formula for flat manifolds

We first exhibit some eigenfunctions on the torus T = R
n/T defined by a given

lattice T . These are the functions fw(x) := e2πi(w,x), for each w = (w1, . . . , wn) in
the dual lattice T ∗ := {w : (w, v) ∈ Z for each v ∈ T }. For since fw(x) is unaltered
if we increase x by some v ∈ T , it is indeed defined on T , and since differentiating
with respect to xk multiplies fw(x) by 2πi we see that(

∂2

∂x1
2 + · · · + ∂2

∂xn
2

)
fw(x) = (2πi)2

(
w2

1 + · · · + w2
n

)
fw(x),

showing that fw is an eigenfunction of ∇2 with eigenvalue −4π2(w,w). In fact the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows the fw to be a complete system of eigenfunctions
so that the spectrum of ∇2 is the multiset −4π2{{N(w) : w ∈ T ∗}}, where we write
N(w) = (w,w).

Now each of the flat manifolds M we are concerned with is the quotient of a
torus T by a finite group G (that we can identify with the point group). In these
circumstances, every eigenfunction on M can be regarded as an eigenfunction on T ,
and conversely, an eigenfunction on T is one on M just if it is invariant under G.
Let p denote the projection operator that takes any function with eigenvalue μ to the
mean of its images under G — then the multiplicity m = mμ of μ will be the trace
of p, since p takes the form diag(1m, 0n−m) when referred to a diagonal basis whose
first m members are invariant.

On the other hand, this projection takes fw(x) to 1
|G|

∑
e2πi(w,Bx+b) over repre-

sentatives x �→ Bx + b of the point group G ∼= Γ/T . Since (w,Bx) = (B−1w, x)
this is equally 1

|G|
∑

e2πi(w,b)fB−1w(x), and so the w,w entry in the matrix of p will
be 1

|G|
∑

e2πi(w,b), summed over those (B, b) for which B−1w = w, or equivalently
w = Bw.

What this shows is that the multiplicity of μ in the Laplace spectrum of M is
1
|G|

∑
e2πi(w,b), summed over those pairs w ∈ T ∗, x �→ Bx + b for which Bw = w and

4π2N(w) = μ.
Using this formula, and collecting the terms with a given μ, the trace of the heat

kernel takes the form∑
e−μt =

1
|G|

∑
(B,b)

∑
w∈T ∗:Bw=w

e2πi(w,b)e−4π2N(w)t

=
1
|G|

∑
(B,b)

∑
w∈(pB(T ))∗

gt(w) say,

since it is easily seen that the dual7 of pB(T ) is precisely the set of w ∈ T ∗ such that
Bw = w. Now we use the Jacobi-Poisson formula that relates the values a Schwartz
function g takes in a lattice to the values its Fourier transform ĝ takes in the dual
lattice: ∑

x∈T

g(x) =
1

vol(T )

∑
y∈T ∗

ĝ(y)

7here pB denotes the orthogonal projection on the space fixed by B, and the dual is taken in this

space.
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by applying it to each of the |G| lattices (pB(T ))∗, getting
1
|G|

∑
(B,b)

vol(pB(T ))
∑

v∈pB(T )

ĝt(v).

Then using the following rules for Fourier transforms of functions on R
m:

if f(x) = e−π(x,x), then f̂(y) = f(y),
if gλ(x) = g(λx), λ > 0, then ĝλ(y) = 1

λm ĝ( y
λ ),

if hb(x) = e−2πi(x,b)h(x), then ĥb(y) = ĥ(y − b),

we see first that the function e−4π2tN(w) on R
nγ has Fourier transform

(4πt)−
nγ
2 e−

1
4t (v,v) and second that its product with e2πi(w,b) = e2πi(w,b+) has Fourier

transform (4πt)−
nγ
2 e−

1
4t N(v+b+), where b+ = pB(b).8

The sum of this over all v ∈ pB(T ) is (4πt)−
nγ
2 θTγ (e−

1
4t ), giving the desired formula

(1) for the trace of the heat kernel∑
e−μt =

1
|G|

∑
γ∈G

vol(Tγ)
(4πt)nγ/2

θTγ
(e

−1
4t ).

This treatment is adapted from [MR2]. Similar formulae appear in [Su] and [Gu].

Note: Isangulov [Is] put an independent solution of the platycosm isospectrality
problem into the arXiv shortly after ours. Although his statement is correct, the
proof is incomplete, the important error being the omission of the ‘balanced’ and
‘unbalanced’ cases for amphicosms that occupy roughly two-thirds of our argument.
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